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Building Basics: Stress Risers

STRUCTURAL FAILURES OF AIR- craft components are always severe and often costly both in material and life. The most common component failure is a. 
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Nuts & Bolts



Building Basics



STRUCTURAL FAILURES OF AIRwhen we drill a hole in the craft components are specimen as shown in the always severe and often right-hand model, the costly both in material and stress lines obviously canMaterial strain, not mental anguish life. The most common not carry through the hole, component failure is a so they must crowd up on structural failure due to each side of the hole. JACK DEUCK, fatigue. For a component Graphically, the stress disEAA HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT COUNCIL to fail under fatigue, two tribution is shown by the elements must be present. increasing upward sloping The first is the range of the applied of stresses that is greater than the line to a peak left of the hole, folcyclic stresses (the maximum average or the nominal stress lowed by the downward sloping minus the minimum stress value in imposed through component load- line away from the peak on the any cycle). The second is the num- ing. right-hand side of the hole. Notice ber of lifetime cycles the compoIn Figure A, we see a photoelas- that the peak stress values are subnent is exposed to. tic model under tensile load. stantially higher than the sample As homebuilders, we can do lit- Notice the crowding together of without the hole. Notice also that tle to reduce life cycles of a compo- the fringe lines at the radii fillets the stress concentration distribunent. We can, however, affect the where a high stress concentration tion range starts below the nomi“stress range” component of this is obvious. The tighter the radius, nal (without the hole) and reaches dangerous duo by addressing stress the greater the stress concentra- a value three times its initial value. concentration reduction strategies tion. Most homebuilt aircraft building to reduce the magnitude of the Figure B shows a graphical instructions place heavy emphasis stress range. depiction of a tensile-loaded speci- on the importance of de-burring A stress riser is any discontinuity men. On the left, the internal stress edges and the proper rounding and or change of section, such as holes, lines are shown as smooth parallel radiusing of corners. We know that notches, bends, grooves, or any lines. This stress distribution is on brittle components, such as defects such as scratches or weld shown graphically on the right by Plexiglas canopies, if edges aren’t arc strikes. These risers can cause a the dotted horizontal line about sanded smooth and extra care localized stress or a concentration halfway up the ordinate. Now taken when drilling holes, any sur-
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Figure B



Figure D Figure C face defect can and will quickly result in cracks and damage. One doesn’t usually associate such concerns with aluminum or steel components; however, all metals become brittle under cold temperatures—conditions we experience in higher altitude flights in colder seasons. It only takes a small temperature decrease to change a ductile metal into a brittle one. Component design can greatly influence stress concentrations. In Figure C, we have two different thicknesses of steel joined by a fullpenetration, double-groove weld. Chamfering the thicker section to that of the thinner section in front of the weld reduces the stress concentration factor significantly. (Note the recommended chamfering slope of 2.5-to-1.) Visualizing the flow of stresses through a component will help the concept become clear. Any abrupt change in section is considered poor design, since it introduces stress concentrations. In Figure D, a fitting is designed to transfer loads from a surface to which it is bolted with four fasteners to an end flange under tensile loading. Where this fitting (shown on the left) is bolted to the plate surface, an abrupt change of section is encountered. To understand this concept, consider equal loading between all four bolts. Consider the first bolt as introducing a finite number of stress lines. At the second bolt these lines will double, and so on. Although the fitting section doesn’t change, the stress lines introduced have the same effect. By tapering the fitting (shown on the right), the transitional sectional change effect is sigSport Aviation
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nificantly reduced, and corresponding stress concentrations are lowered, notwithstanding a significant resultant reduction in weight. Have you ever wondered why AN bolts have rolled, rather than cut, threads? Rolled threads have a smoother radius at their minor diameter than cut threads. The actual fatigue reduction factor in rolled threads over cut threads is about 28 percent. Now get back out to your project and sand the edges and the lightening holes. Round the corners of your fittings and components. Be aware of stress risers and look for



notches, scratches, and defects. Your extra efforts will enhance both the safety and the appearance of your airplane.



Sources Figure A: Faires, Design of Machine Elements, MacMillan Company Figures B & C: FatigueFundamentals, Gooderham Centre for Industrial Learning Figure D: Anderson, Aircraft Layout and Detail Design, McGraw-Hill



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Building Basics: Stress Risers 

STRUCTURAL FAILURES OF AIR- craft components are always severe and often costly both in material and life. The most common component failure is a.
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 

an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of ... tube and stall detection vane, and then ... feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators ... George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate 
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Building Basics: Roundabouts 

it's important to use the right wash- er for each job. A typical ... A field guide to aircraft washers. Greg Laslo ... even Friday-night dirt-track car-rac- ing guys use AN ...
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Building Basics: Spark Plugs 

to more than $50, and eight to 12 plugs per engine, spark plugs become ... the surface areas in the combustion chamber exceed a critical limit or if the spark plug ...
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Building Basics: Riveting Techniques 

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience.
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

ist in nature as a free metal, but aluminum oxide, the raw material needed to produce .... Weight & Balance. â€¢ Inspection & Testing. NON EAA MEMBERS $389.
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Building Basics: Making Holes 

holes in wood or building materials. ... ing holes or drill larger holes in two .... Black. 3/16. Brass from drilling into an underlying structure that doesn't need a hole.
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Building Basics: Corralling Cable 

Affordable! More features, less cost. Just add a GPS/COM & transponder ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. Fax 359-2618. SI-FOLD. DOORS! 507-426-8273.
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Building Basics: Fatigue 

HTP lets you get precise, professional results on any critical aircraft weld. America Inc. EAA03. HTP is your source for Migs, TIGs, Auto-Darkening. Helmets and ...
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Building Basics: Wire Size 

Home Depot recently for about $35 in the aisle that has the material for installing computer and cable TV coaxial cable. With this crimping tool you can also buy a ...
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Building Basics: Tube Talk 

"Big deal," you might say. "What makes it so versatile, and why are steel tube fuselages made of the stuff?" We don't need to know about how steel is pro-.
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building basics Fasten-ating 

Tension pulls on the bolt; shear forces try ... yet in a double-shear situation, where it is supported in ... the tensile strength (measured in pounds per square inch,.
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

Mark the rivet hole locations on a piece of masking tape and trim it to a butt fit. Then wrap it around the end of the tube, which has been cut with a tubing cutter to ...
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

then mount the plugs in each end with six high-strength blind rivets spaced evenly around the circumfer- ence of the tube. Here's potential trouble. It's tough.
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Building Basics: Cable Corral 

BUILDERS USE MANY FASTENers to connect the parts and pieces of their airplanes, and one of the handiest is the ubiquitous nylon tie wrap (or cable tie/strap) ...
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Building Basics: Lecture Circuits 

course along the wiring diagram to ensure every connection is ... Katie, bar the door. The system that causes the ... bell-shaped object. The former is an in-line ...
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Building Basics: Composites 

structural sand- wich. For exam- .... full benefit of its adhesive propertiesâ€”without adding unnecessary ... Cut and sand composite materials with care because ...
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Building Basics: Safety Dance 

that it can't fall off the plane in flight. Several different methods are used to secure aircraft hardware: safety wire, cotter pins, self-locking nuts, and lock washers.
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Building Basics: Aircraft Fabric 

TAPE IS CUT. â€” -/ON 45"ANGLE ... FINISHING TAPE CUT. EL 10 SELVASE EPGE .... Finishing Tapeâ€”A strip of fabric cut normally with a pinked (serrated) ...
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

RESISTANT SANDWICH. A VERY THIN COATING OF CORROSION. RESISTANT .... money can buy. It doesn't cost any more than old-fashioned methods and it ...
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Building Basics: Fundamental Security 

in a pattern, such as a square or triangle, and when you must safety parts in an electrical sys- tem where accessibility or frequent removal makes the double-twist.
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Building Basics: Riveting Equipment 

Rosie the Riveter used during. World War II. Designers have made some progress in rivet gun ergonomics and reduced the vibration in bucking bars to enhance ...
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Building Basics: Clear Objective 

dowâ€”after that, even, if you can get away with it. That said, don't .... Silicon, such as Dow Corning. RTV sealant, will weatherproof the window seams. Mesiarik ...
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Building basics: Bare Minimums 

receiver is out of service, you can fly NDB or ... a malfunctioning electric trim-tab ... plane metal floats, the Northrop Glider, Lincoln Biplane and Alco Sport plane.
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